
SGA Report on Spring 2023*

In the ‘22-’23 Academic Year, there were twenty cases processed through the Honor

Board. Half of these cases pertained to the Social Honor Code. Seven of these ten Social Honor

Code cases were addressed through Dean’s Panels; the remaining three Social Honor Code cases

were handled through an alternative resolution process. Of the remaining ten Academic Honor

Code cases, five were handled through the traditional hearing process, and five were handled

through an alternative resolution process.

The academic cases were brought before the Honor Board in response to:

● Inappropriate use of unauthorized and/or un-cited sources

● Falsely presenting AI-generated content as original student work

● Revealing form or content of exams

● Unauthorized collaboration

● Referencing online or course materials during closed-book exams

Resolutions to academic cases brought before the Honor Board included:

● Withdrawal from course

● 0.0 on relevant assignment(s)

● Deduction from or cap on final grade in course

● 0.0 in course

● Encouraging confronted parties to meet regularly with their Deans and/or major advisors

for support, and to utilize the resources of the Writing Center, Q Center, TAs, and Student

Life & Wellness Center as helpful

*This report should have been released at the end of the Spring ‘23 semester.



The social cases were brought before the Honor Board in response to:

● Inappropriate circulation of sensitive information about community members online

● Misuse of College funds

● Theft of College property

● Off-campus theft

Case abstracts—anonymized summaries of past cases with all identifying information

removed—are typically released at this time in addition to this SGA Report. There are no new

abstracts eligible for release this year, as abstracts are released between two and six semesters

after the case described has been resolved. Accordingly, accompanying this report is a re-release

of the abstracts released in Fall 2022, as they are still relevant to campus life. These abstracts can

be found on the SGA website.

*This report should have been released at the end of the Spring ‘23 semester.

https://sga.blogs.brynmawr.edu/honor-board/hearing-reports-abstracts/

